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Free Limited Edition Prints Available For The Patron Saint of Suicides Season 2

Season 2 of the full-cast podcast thriller & mystery audio drama “The Patron Saints
of Suicides is back with something special. A limited edition print to commemorate
the continuation of Haven Otomo’s story as she uses her powers of persuasion to
help with an investigation when a series of suspicious deaths suggest that an
internet ghost is convincing people to hurt themselves. Renowned artist, Shawn
Coss (Cyanide and Happiness) created an image specifically for the launch of the
new season and listeners can get the print FOR FREE by reviewing the podcast on
Apple! Listen and review at https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/the-patron-saintof-suicides/id1518151181.
Season 1 recap:
In Season 1 we focused on Haven Otomo, who spends her spare time saving people
from jumping off the Golden Gate Bridge. Possessed with unnatural powers of
persuasion, she’s always been good at talking people in and out of things. When a
rash of suicides hits the city, a detective reaches out for her help on the
investigation, and her insight into why people kill themselves. When the crime
becomes more complicated. She must question the people she trusts most, and
whether they are involved.
In Season 2, the villain goes by Walking Sam, which is based on a real and modern
myth of a Slenderman-like character in South Dakota, in Oglala Sioux country, who
whispers to people until they kill themselves. The podcast also explores an internet
myth known as a “Blue Whale,” an internet legend where people hurt themselves
over a period of 50 days, until they are pushed to kill themselves.
Creator Alex Dolan explains his intentions for the series: “Suicide, depression, and
mental health are highly stigmatized topics. Veiled as a thriller, fans can explore
these issues in a safe space. The fact that we aren’t discussing it more baffles me.
And now, post-COVID, many people are acutely aware of depression. Many of us
are living with it. It’s a moral imperative to let people know they aren’t alone and
enable anyone needing treatment to get help.”
The World Health Organization and the Global Burden of Disease study estimate
that almost 80,000 people die from suicide every year,about one person every forty
seconds.
About The Patron Saint of Suicides Podcast:
Created by author Alex Dolan and produced by Audiohm Media, the show features
performances from more than 40 actors, including, Elissa Park as Haven Otomo,
Rob Schwarb as Victor Blossem, Richie Ammons as the Narrator, Georgia
McKenzie as Zoey Gibson, AJ Beckles as Walking Sam, and Jason Webb as
Wesley Pope. The podcast can be streamed on most major services. Listen today
at https://www.suicidesaints.com/podcast.
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